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I-41100 Modena, Italy
~Received 27 August 1998!
We study the energy spectra of small three-dimensional ~3D! and two-dimensional ~2D! semiconductor
quantum dots through different theoretical approaches ~single-site Hubbard and Hartree-Fock Hamiltonians!; in
the smallest dots we also compare with exact results. We find that purely 2D models often lead to an inad-
equate description of the Coulomb interaction existing in realistic structures, as a consequence of the overes-
timated carrier localization. We show that the dimensionality of the dots has a crucial impact on ~i! the
accuracy of the predicted addition spectra, and ~ii! the range of validity of approximate theoretical schemes.
When applied to realistic 3D geometries, the latter are found to be much more accurate than in the correspond-
ing 2D cases for a large class of quantum dots; the single-site Hubbard Hamiltonian is shown to provide a very
effective and accurate scheme to describe quantum dot spectra, leading to good agreement with experiments.
@S0163-1829~99!10211-X#I. INTRODUCTION
Adding an electron into a semiconductor quantum dot
~QD! produces a variation in the energy of the system that
depends on single-particle quantum confinement as well as
on the Coulomb interaction between carriers.1 Understanding
such addition-energy is a key step toward controlling the
physics of single-electron devices. At the same time, the ad-
dition spectra of quantum dots offer a unique probe of few-
particle interactions in regimes that are not experimentally
accessible in atomic physics. The experimental effort in this
direction developed very rapidly after the recent fabrication
of controlled small-QD devices based on gated vertical
heterostructures2 or self-assembled dots.3 The resulting addi-
tion spectra show a clear shell structure, corresponding to the
symmetries of the confining potential, with a filling sequence
analogous to Hund’s rule in atomic physics.
From the theoretical point of view, a general interpreta-
tion of these features was obtained by calculating the energy
spectrum for a strictly two-dimensional ~2D! quantum dot,
and using either exact methods ~for very few electrons!, or
approximate—usually Hartree-Fock—methods.4 The as-
sumption of a purely 2D model was initially motivated by
the typical disklike shape of the QD potential, whose exten-
sion along z is ~slightly! smaller than the lateral extension of
the carrier ground state in the xy plane. If one adopts a
separable picture for the QD confining potential, V5V(z)
1V(x ,y), the relevant ~i.e., lowest! single-electron states
can be all associated to the ground state of V(z). From the
point of view of single-particle states the 2D assumption is
therefore justified.
In view of the three-dimensional ~3D! nature of the Cou-
lomb interaction, however, the 2D model introduces addi-
tional approximations in the calculation of the Coulomb in-
tegrals, which are sensitive to the spatial extension—2D vs
3D—of the single-particle wave functions.5,6 In turn, Cou-
lomb integrals control electron-electron correlation, and in-
fluence the quantitative determination of addition spectra and
their dependence on magnetic field. At the same time, thePRB 590163-1829/99/59~15!/10165~11!/$15.00strength of the Coulomb interaction is also the key parameter
determining the accuracy and range of validity of the ap-
proximations which must be introduced for dots with many
electrons.
In this paper we investigate theoretically the addition
spectra of realistic QD structures, with special emphasis on
the effects of electron-electron repulsion and their depen-
dence on the geometry and dimensionality of the confining
potential. In Sec. II, we compare different approximate solu-
tions of the general Hamiltonian for N interacting electrons
confined in a QD structure; in particular we consider the
single-site Hubbard ~SSH! scheme introduced in Ref. 5, and
the standard Hartree-Fock ~HF! method.
In Sec. III, we focus on the simplest case, i.e., a two-
electron system within a parabolic confining potential, and
calculate the exact energy eigenvalues and pair-correlation
functions for the 2D and 3D cases. As in Ref. 7, we use this
prototypical system—called artificial or QD helium—as a
reference to evaluate the accuracy of the different approxi-
mation schemes: We find that both the importance of correc-
tions beyond the HF scheme, and the differences between
HF and SSH schemes, are drastically reduced for a realistic
3D description of the dot with respect to its 2D modelization,
mainly as a consequence of the reduced Coulomb integrals.
This suggests the reliability of a fully 3D mean-field treat-
ment of semiconductor QD’s.
Section IV is then devoted to the application of HF and
SSH methods to 3D and 2D quantum dots with a larger
number of electrons. We compare both methods for QD
structures of different geometries, and demonstrate that SSH
is an accurate and efficient scheme for realistic, i.e., 3D-like,
dots. Finally, we discuss the implications of our results for
the interpretation of recent experimental data vs magnetic
field in QD structures, and draw some conclusions.
II. THEORETICAL APPROACH: EXACT FORMULATION
AND APPROXIMATION SCHEMES
Our aim is to describe N electrons, confined in a QD
structure ~with harmonic in-plane confining potential! and10 165 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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external magnetic field perpendicular to the plane. The gen-
eral N-particle Hamiltonian is
Hˆ 5(
i51
N
Hˆ 0~ i !1 12 (
iÞ j
e2
kuri2rju
, ~1!
where the single-particle Hamiltonian, within the effective-
mass approximation, is
Hˆ 0~ i !5
1
2m*
S pˆ1 e
c
Aˆ ~ri! D 21 12 m*v02~xi21yi2!1V~zi!.
~2!
Here Aˆ is the vector potential, k and m* are the scalar di-
electric constant and the effective electron mass in the semi-
conductor, v0 is the characteristic oscillator frequency of the
in-plane confining potential, and V(z) is the confining poten-
tial along z; V(z) can be chosen either as a harmonic poten-
tial @V(z)5 12 m*v02z2# , a square well, or a zero-width infi-
nite barrier to describe spherical, cylindrical, or disk-shaped
QD structures, respectively. Here Zeeman coupling between
spin and magnetic field has been neglected.
This general Hamiltonian can be written in second quan-
tized form on the complete and orthonormalized basis of
single particle states
Hˆ 5(
as
«acˆ as
† cˆ as
1 12 (
abgd
(
ss8
Vas ,bs8;gs8,dscˆ as
† cˆ bs8
†
cˆ gs8c
ˆ
ds . ~3!
Here «a are the eigenenergies of the one-particle Hamil-
tonian Hˆ 0 ;cˆ as
† and cˆ as the creation and destruction opera-
tors for an electron with orbital index a and spin s; and
Vas ,bs8;gs8,ds are the two-body matrix elements of the
electron-electron interaction
Vas ,bs8;gs8,ds5(
ss8
E fas* ~r,s !fbs8* ~r8,s8!
3
e2
ur2r8u
fgs8~r8,s8!fds~r,s !dr dr8
where fas(r,s)5fa(r)xs(s) are the single-particle eigen-
functions.
It is useful to isolate, among the Coulomb matrix ele-
ments, the ‘‘semidiagonal’’ ones, namely,
Vas ,bs;bs ,as5Vas ,b2s;b2s ,as[Uab ,
Vas ,bs;as ,bs[Jab .
These are the usual direct and exchange integrals which can
be written more explicitly as
Uab5e2E E ufa~r!u2ufb~r8!u2
kur2r8u
dr dr8, ~4!Jab5e2E E fa*~r!fb*~r8!fa~r8!fb~r!
kur2r8u
dr dr8. ~5!
In this way, Eq. ~2! becomes
Hˆ 5Hˆ SSH1 12 ( 8
abgd
(
ss8
Vas ,bs8;gs8,dscˆ as
† cˆ bs8
†
cˆ gs8c
ˆ
ds ;
~6!
where the prime on the first summation is to omit the terms
with a5d ,b5g and a5g ,b5d and
Hˆ SSH5(
as
«anˆ as
1 12 (
abs
@~Uab2Jab!nˆ asnˆ bs1Uabnˆ asnˆ b2s# .
~7!
The relevance of this formal partition is twofold: ~i! it natu-
rally leads to a perturbation expansion in the off-diagonal
interactions which are in general smaller than the semidiago-
nal ones; ~ii! moreover, the unperturbed term Hˆ SSH is one-
body-like, with single Slater determinants as exact eigen-
states. The SSH approach defined in Ref. 5 consists of
assuming that Hˆ .Hˆ SSH, which amounts to neglecting the
second- and higher-order contributions in the off-diagonal
interactions, the first-order one being exactly zero.
The assumption that the off-diagonal Va ,b;g ,d are negli-
gible with respect to the semidiagonal ones is implicit in all
the methods which describe electron correlation in terms of
the Hubbard model, either in its original form,8 including
only on-site interaction between opposite spin electrons, pro-
portional to Uab , or adding the interaction between parallel
spin electrons as well, proportional to (Uab2Jab). The im-
portant point here is that when the Hubbard model is applied
to an isolated QD, i.e., to a single site, the Hubbard Hamil-
tonian turns out to be one-particle-like: this is so because the
intersite hopping of the traditional Hubbard Hamiltonian is
absent in this case and the commutator @Hˆ SSH,nˆ as# is zero.
As a consequence, the Slater determinants, eigenstates of the
single-particle Hamiltonian Hˆ 0 , are exact eigenstates of
Hˆ SSH as well.
Within the SSH approach the total energy of N electrons
in a QD structure is given by
ESSH~N !5^FNuHˆ SSHuFN&
5(
as
«a^nˆ as&1
1
2 (
abs
@Uab^nˆ b2s&
1~Uab2Jab!^nˆ bs&#^nˆ as&, ~8!
where uFN& is a Slater determinant eigenvector of Hˆ 0 , and
^ & denotes the average over the many-particle eigenstate,
which in our case simply reduces to the orbital occupation
number.
The proposed SSH approach shares in common with
Hartree-Fock methods the form of the total energy, which in
both schemes is expressed as the average of the exact Hamil-
tonian over a single Slater determinant; the variational
PRB 59 10 167COULOMB CORRELATION EFFECTS IN . . .prescription—allowing for the construction of optimal
single-particle orbitals through the self-consistent solution of
a single-particle eigenvalue problem—is not present in the
SSH approach. We notice, however, that the importance of
self-consistency is strongly related to the relative weight of
Coulomb matrix elements: the HF potential entering the self-
consistent HF one-particle Hamiltonian is in fact related to
the direct and exchange Coulomb integrals; similarly, the
SSH approximation is exact—without any need of self-
consistency—whenever the higher-order contributions from
the off-diagonal Coulomb matrix elements are negligible.
For this reason we expect that a lower localization of the
confined single-particle states in three dimensions with re-
spect to two dimensions, giving rise to smaller nondiagonal
Coulomb integrals, will reduce the difference between HF
and SSH results. To check this point in detail, we have ex-
plicitly performed HF calculations; we have used in particu-
lar the matrix form of the unrestricted HF equation.9
Whenever possible, it is obviously useful to compare the
outcomes of different approximate schemes with exact re-
sults. This is done in Sec. III, where we consider the exactly
solvable two-electron QD ~artificial helium! in different con-
finement regimes; we will show that the differences between
HF and SSH results will be always comparable with those
between HF and exact results, and that they scale with the
dimensionality of the confining potential.
III. TWO-ELECTRON PROBLEM
In this section we will study the motion of two electrons
within a QD structure in two and three dimensions. In this
case, the exact Hamiltonian ~1! reduces to
Hˆ 5Hˆ 0~1 !1Hˆ 0~2 !1
e2
kur12r2u
. ~9!
Here ri is the position of the electron, ri[(xi ,yi) in two
dimensions or ri[(xi ,yi ,zi) in three dimensions, and pi the
corresponding momentum.
To solve this equation, we perform the standard
transformation10 to center of mass ~CM! coordinates, R
5(r11r2)/2, Pˆ 5pˆ11pˆ2 , and relative-motion ~rm! coordi-
nates, r5r12r2 , pˆ5(pˆ12pˆ2)/2. The two-body Hamiltonian
thus splits into CM and rm parts:
Hˆ 5Hˆ CM1Hˆ rm , ~10!
where
Hˆ CM5
Pˆ 2
2M 1
1
2 Mv
2R2, ~11!
Hˆ rm5
pˆ2
2m 1
1
2 mv
2r21
e2
kr
, ~12!
with M52m*, and m5m*/2. The CM Hamiltonian Hˆ CM
has the form of a simple harmonic oscillator. For the rm
Hamiltonian Hˆ rm , it is easy to separate variables and obtain
a radial differential equation, which gives solutions with the
same set of quantum numbers as for the harmonic oscillator.Solutions and notations for the 2D and 3D cases are summa-
rized in Appendix A for both Hˆ CM and Hˆ rm .
By denoting the CM and rm quantum numbers with capi-
tal and small letters, respectively, the eigenvalues for the
two-particle system can be written as
ENM ,nm5\v~2N1uM u11 !1enm ~13!
in the 2D case, and
ENL ,nl5\vS 2N1L1 32 D1enl ~14!
in the 3D spherical case, the cylindrical 3D helium QD re-
ducing to an effective 2D one ~see Appendix A!. Here enm
and enl are the rm eigenvalues in two and three dimensions,
respectively. Note that degeneracy is strongly reduced by
Coulomb interaction with respect to the noninteracting case.
The corresponding two-particle total eigenfunctions are
CNM ,nm;SSz~r1 ,s1 ;r2 ,s2!5FNM~R!wnm~r!x~S ,Sz!
~15!
for 2D and 3D cylinders, and
CNLMz ,nlmz ;SSz~r1 ,s1 ;r2 ,s2!5FNLMz~R!wnlmz~r!x~S ,Sz!
~16!
for a 3D sphere. Here F(R) and w(r) are the spatial CM and
rm eigenfunctions, respectively, and x(S ,Sz) is the spin
function of a state with total spin \2S(S11) and z projection
Sz . Note that the parity of the rm spatial eigenfunction is
defined ~total orbital angular momentum and spin are con-
served! and connected with the value of total spin by the
antisymmetry of the two-particle total wave function
C(r1 ,s1 ;r2 ,s2). For both the disk and the cylinder, this im-
plies that if m is even, the state is a singlet (S50), and, if m
is odd, the state is a triplet (S51). Similarly for the sphere
case, if l is even, the state is a singlet (S50), and if l is odd,
the state is a triplet (S51).
In the above eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the two-
electron dot, the ingredients related to the CM Hamiltonian
are known analytically ~see Appendix A!, while the rm en-
ergies and wave functions must be determined numerically.
This is done by exact diagonalization of the rm eigenvalue
problem ~Appendix A!, thereby yielding the full 2D and 3D
spectrum of the QD helium.
Before comparing these exact results with the SSH ap-
proach, we point out that Hamiltonian ~9! can be translated
into a second-quantized form; this is done in terms of the
same quantum numbers using CM and rm variables. The
two-particle Hilbert space is the Kronecker product of the
CM and rm single-particle spaces, generated, respectively,
by the basis $uN&%N ~with eigenvalues EN and creation op-
erators aˆ N
† ) and $un&%n ~with eigenvalues en and creation
operators aˆ n
†). Here, for simplicity, N and n label the whole
set of CM and rm quantum numbers, respectively. The
second-quantized form of the two-particle Hamiltonian Hˆ , in
this variable, is then given by
Hˆ 5(
N
ENaˆ N
† aˆ N1(
n
enaˆ n
†aˆ n1(
nn8
Vnn8aˆ n
†aˆ n8 . ~17!
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ously discussed Hubbard model, by simply neglecting all
off-diagonal matrix elements in Eq. ~17!:
Hˆ SSH5(
N
ENaˆ N
† aˆ N1(
n
~en1Vnn!aˆ n
†aˆ n , ~18!
i.e., manifestly the noninteracting Hamiltonian ‘‘renormal-
ized’’ by Coulomb interaction.
In order to check the reliability of the approximations and
the role of dimensionality of the confining potential, we have
calculated ground-state properties for QD’s with different
confinement energies, i.e., different values of \v0 , assuming
either a 2D or 3D confining potential. The quality of the
ground-state eigenfunctions can be probed by the spatial pair
correlation function f (r):
f ~r!5KK (
iÞ j
d~r2ri1rj!L . ~19!
Because of the circular symmetry, f (r) depends only on the
modulus of the relative distance r. Here, the factor K is cho-
sen in such a way that, if we define the dimensionless rela-
tive distance x5rA2m*v0 /\ , the quantity g(x)5x f (x) for
the 2D and 3D cylinder cases, and g(x)5x2 f (x) for a 3D
sphere is normalized:
E
0
`
g~x !dx51.
We have calculated this quantity both exactly and according
to the SSH scheme for an in-plane confining energy \v0
55 meV ~throughout the paper we use m*50.065me inside
the dot and m*50.079me outside; k512.98, as in the QD of
Ref. 2; and me is the electronic mass!; the results are shown
in Fig. 1. The deviations between SSH and exact results
clearly depend on the dimensionality of the confining poten-
tial: in disk-shaped 2D QD’s the SSH approximation is
found to overestimate the probability of finding the two elec-
trons close together, in analogy with HF results7; the differ-
FIG. 1. Ground-state spatial pair-correlation function g(x) for
3D ~spherical! and 2D two-electron QD’s: exact and SSH results
are reported. Here x5(2m*v0r2/\)1/2 is the dimensionless relative
radial coordinate and g(x) is normalized in such a way that
*0
`g(x)dx51. The in-plane confinement energy is \v055 meV.ences between exact and SSH results are significantly re-
duced assuming a 3D confining potential. This result is
coherent with what is found for other ground-state proper-
ties: Fig. 2~a! shows the ground-state energies calculated for
dots with different confinement energies, \v0 , in the range
between 4.5 and 10 meV. We compare the exact results with
the outcomes of HF and SSH calculations assuming 2D and
3D confinement potentials. Notice that the differences be-
tween HF and SSH are always smaller—by approximately
50%—than the corresponding differences with respect to the
exact results; moreover the 3D confinement reduces the over-
all deviation of both HF and SSH by about 60%.
Since the SSH scheme is exact at the first perturbative
order in the off-diagonal matrix elements of the e-e interac-
tion, it is interesting to check the importance of the next
perturbative corrections. Details of how the perturbative ex-
pansion is actually performed for the helium QD are reported
in Appendix B. Figure 3 reports exact and SSH ground-state
energies compared with the results of second-order perturba-
tion theory, showing that second-order corrections become
much smaller if a 3D confinement is assumed.
The situation becomes more complicated when consider-
ing dots with smaller confinement energies: in this case the
HF and SSH differ from the exact result not only quantita-
tively but also qualitatively, predicting the two-particle
ground state to be a triplet instead of a singlet, as it should
be. This is shown in Fig. 2~b!, where again the exact HF and
SSH results are shown for dots of different confinement en-
ergies. The difference between triplet- and singlet-state ener-
gies decreases with increasing confinement energy both for
SSH and HF approximations until a crossover occurs; as-
suming a 3D confining potential, the confinement energy of
this crossover is reduced, and this again is true both for SSH
and HF approximations.
We may summarize this analysis on helium QD by con-
cluding that the assumed 3D confinement potential reduces
the differences between approximate ~SSH and HF! solutions
FIG. 2. ~a! Ground-state energy of the artificial He QD as a
function of the confinement energy \v0 , calculated within different
approaches ~exact, SSH, and HF!. The range of \v0 is 4.5–10
meV. The two panels correspond to 2D and 3D ~cylindrical! geom-
etries. The ground-state configuration is always a spin singlet. ~b!
Spin-singlet ~spin-triplet! energies vs confinement energies \v0 .
The range of \v0 is 1–4.5 meV. The two panels are relative to 2D
and 3D ~cylindrical! geometries. The exact ground state is always a
singlet, while a singlet-triplet crossover occurs for both approxi-
mated schemes in the low-energy region.
PRB 59 10 169COULOMB CORRELATION EFFECTS IN . . .with respect to the exact ones, both in terms of ground-state
eigenfunctions and eigenenergies.
IV. MANY-ELECTRON PROBLEM
The key quantity that characterizes single-electron trans-
port into a QD is the addition energy, i.e., the energy A(N)
required to place an extra electron into a dot that is initially
occupied by N21 electrons. Such a quantity, analogous to
electron affinity in atomic physics, can be measured experi-
mentally as a function of N. It has been shown2 that the
measured voltage increment DA between successive single-
electron tunneling processes—i.e., between two successive
maxima in the conductance—peaks at ‘‘magic’’ values of N
corresponding to the filling of complete shells (N
52, 6, and 12), as well as to half-shell filling ~e.g., N
54). The existence of these half-shell filling features is
reminiscent of Hund’s rule in atomic physics,2,11,12 and is
intimately related to electron-electron interaction.
The results of SSH theory for the addition-energy varia-
tions, DA(N)5A(N11)2A(N), are displayed in Fig. 4 as a
function of the electron number N for two different 3D cy-
lindrical quantum dots. Here A(N) is obtained as ESSH(N)
2ESSH(N21), where ESSH(N) is the ground-state energy in
Eq. ~8!. As we can see, DA(N) exhibits peaks corresponding
both to complete and half-shell filling, thus well reproducing
the experimental evidence in Ref. 2. This behavior is the
result of the interplay between single-particle contributions
and electron-electron repulsion: the single-particle term fa-
vors complete shell filling, while the repulsion among
parallel-spin electrons, smaller than the repulsion among
opposite-spin ones, makes the configurations with maximum
total spin energetically favored ~Hund’s rule!. This is the
physical origin of the half-shell-filling structure: indeed, add-
ing an electron to a half-filled shell forces the double occu-
pancy of a level; consequently, DA is raised by the dominant
Coulomb repulsion Uaa between opposite-spin electrons on
the same level.
For some nonclosed shell configurations the total spin
turns out to be not determined by Hund’s rule: in particular,
FIG. 3. Ground-state energy of the artificial He QD as a func-
tion of the confinement energy \v0 , as obtained via exact diago-
nalization, SSH approximation scheme, and Rayleigh-Schro¨dinger
perturbation theory at the second order in the off-diagonal Coulomb
matrix elements. Both 3D ~spherical! and 2D cases are shown.for N516 we find a ground state with total spin S50. Simi-
lar deviations from Hund’s rule have been found for large
electron numbers (N.20) and associated with spin-density-
wave instabilities; for smaller numbers (N516 and 18) the
same S50 spin-density-wave state has been found to be a
low-energy ‘‘spin isomer,’’ slightly higher in energy than the
ground-state configuration.13
From our calculations we may say that the S50 configu-
ration in dots with large N may be favored by the reduced
repulsion between electrons in high shells: in the fourth
shell, for instance, the Coulomb integrals Uab relative to
orbitals with higher values of the orbital momentum may be
smaller than the corresponding terms relating two levels with
smaller angular momentum; the double occupation of an or-
bital with high orbital momentum m ~i.e., the level with n
50, m53; see Appendix A for the notation! with
antiparallel-spin electrons may therefore cost less than hav-
ing parallel-spin electrons on different degenerate orbitals,
but with smaller m ~i.e., the levels n51 and m51). The
same interplay also explains the peaks in DA(N) for N
514 and 18.14
We want to stress that also in the case of many electrons
the reliability of the results of SSH approach is comparable
with HF ones. The explicit comparison between the addition
energy variation calculated according to SSH and HF
schemes and for 2D and 3D confinements is reported in Fig.
5, showing that DA always peaks at the same electron num-
bers, and that the agreement between SSH and HF results
improves on going from the 2D to the 3D confinement
model.
Ground-state configurations and filling rules change when
a magnetic field is applied. It affects both single-particle en-
ergies and Coulomb and exchange integrals through the in-
duced changes in the wave-function localization. Figure 6
shows the U and J integrals vs B for the first states, obtained
for \v057.5 meV. For comparison, we also show the cor-
responding quantities calculated within a strictly 2D confine-
ment model. We can see that U integrals describing the in-
teraction between opposite-spin electrons are a few meV
FIG. 4. Calculated SSH addition-energy increment DA as a
function of the total number N of electrons for two different QD
structures, both characterized by a parabolic potential in the xy
plane ~confining energy \v0) and by a finite-barrier quantum-well
potential along the z direction ~3D cylindrical model!.
10 170 PRB 59RONTANI, ROSSI, MANGHI, AND MOLINARIsmaller in the case of 3D confinement, while the differences
in the interaction between parallel-spin ones are much
smaller. This is going to affect dramatically the energy bal-
ance which determines ground-state configurations, thus
clearly showing the failure of a pure 2D description of state-
of-the-art QD structures.
As already mentioned, according to the SSH approach the
off-diagonal matrix elements of the electron-electron interac-
tion are assumed to be negligible. In Fig. 6 the values of two
of them are reported as functions of the applied magnetic
field. As expected, we clearly see that for any B value they
are negligible compared to all the other semidiagonal contri-
butions, and even more so in three dimensions with respect
to the 2D case.
FIG. 5. Comparison between SSH and HF addition-energy in-
crements DA as a function of the total number N of electrons in the
dot. Here the upper panel corresponds to the 2D geometry, while
the lower one corresponds to the 3D cylindrical model. The in-
plane confinement energy is \v057.5 meV.
FIG. 6. Coulomb (Ua;b) and exchange (Ja;b) integrals as well
as off-diagonal Coulomb matrix elements (Va ,b;g ,d), as functions
of the magnetic field B for both 2D and 3D cases. Here a and b
denote the sets of radial and angular quantum numbers (n ,m) for
the various single-particle states involved in the two-body interac-
tion process. The in-plane confinement energy is \v057.5 meV.Figure 7 shows the total energy ESSH as a function of the
applied magnetic field B for different values of the electron
number N in a dot with confinement energy \v0
57.5 meV. It appears that for sufficiently large values of B
the Hamiltonian term linear in the magnetic field becomes
dominant, making configurations with higher total angular
quantum number energetically favorable. This is also the
physical origin of the wiggles in the A(N) vs B plot shown in
Fig. 8 and observed in the experiments reported in Ref. 2.
Other authors have explicitly considered the question of
dimensionality in theoretical modelization of semiconductor
QD’s. Kumar, Laux, and Stern15 self-consistently computed
the one-particle confining potential in a square QD. Accord-
FIG. 7. Total energy ESSH as a function of the applied magnetic
field B corresponding to N electrons in a dot with confinement
energy \v057.5 meV. For any given value of N, all the possible
configurations, denoted by the usual atomic physics terms 2S11L ,
have been considered.
FIG. 8. Addition energy A(N) as a function of the magnetic
field B calculated for a realistic ~3D! QD structure with confinement
energy \v057.5 meV and for different values of N. The labels
indicate the electronic terms for the ground-state configurations,
that depend on B.
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confining potential plus a well in the perpendicular direction
is seen to be quite reliable and general, as well as the ansatz
of considering only the ground-state motion along z, at least
for few electron dots. Steinebach et al.16 pointed out the im-
portance of a full 3D model to treat spin-density excitations
~SDE’s! in semiconductor wires and dots. Specifically, they
used the analogous of Eq. ~A4! as an effective 3D Coulomb
interaction, and they found that a 2D description artificially
enhances the interaction strength and is unable to predict
experimental Raman spectra. The necessity of a 3D model-
ization is then seen to emerge not only in the description of
ground-state and single-particle processes, like addition
spectra, but also in two-particle processes, like SDE’s.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a theoretical investigation of
Coulomb-correlation effects in semiconductor quantum dots.
In particular, we have performed a detailed analysis of the
addition-spectrum problem for few-electron quantum-dot
structures ~macroatoms!, pointing out possible analogies
with more conventional Coulomb-correlation effects in
atomic physics.
Our primary goal was to understand to which extent the
various approximation schemes, such as Hartree-Fock or
Hubbard models, are able to properly describe Coulomb cor-
relation in realistic, state-of-the-art QD’s. To this end, we
have first compared approximate results to the exact solution
for the prototypical case of a two-electron system, the so-
called quantum-dot helium; we have repeated such analysis
for different dimensionalities, considering 3D ~spherical and
cylindrical geometry! and pure 2D structures. The main re-
sult is that the degree of accuracy of any approximation
scheme depends strongly on the dimensionality of the prob-
lem. More specifically, the pure 2D model—often used for a
description of quantum dots—is found to give approximate
results which differ significantly from the exact solution. We
have demonstrated that this is not a general failure of the
approximation scheme, but that it rather reflects a pathologi-
cal behavior originating from the unphysical nature of the
pure 2D model. Indeed, for the case of a 3D cylindrical
model—which provides a much better description of realistic
QD structures—the difference between an exact solution and
approximate results is found to be much smaller, thus con-
firming the validity of the various approximation schemes
considered.
The same analysis has been then extended to many-
electron systems for which addition-spectra measurements
are available. Using different approximation schemes, we
find that the deviations between the full 3D model and the
simplified 2D quantum-dot model are very significant. The
full 3D model is found to reproduce the experimental data
for a large class of QD structures where simplified 2D mod-
els fail. We conclude that this is due to the unphysical char-
acter of the pure 2D confinement, for which the various ap-
proximation schemes often yield unreliable results. A proper
description of the QD structure in terms of fully 3D single-
particle wave functions is therefore required; we have shown
that in this case approximate approaches can give an accuratedescription of correlation effects in the macroatoms made
available by present semiconductor technology.
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APPENDIX A: CM AND RM SOLUTIONS
FOR THE TWO-ELECTRON DOT
The present appendix is organized as follows: In Sec. A 1
we shall show how to reduce the 3D cylindrical helium prob-
lem to an effective two-dimensional one; in Sec. A 2 we shall
summarize the 2D and 3D solutions of the one-particle
Schro¨dinger equations for the center-of-mass and the
relative-motion Hamiltonians, Hˆ CM and Hˆ rm , as defined in
Eqs. ~11! and ~12!.
1. 3D eigenvalue equation for the cylindrical QD
If only the lowest single-particle state f0(z) of the quan-
tum well is relevant to the two-electron motion, we can write
the spatial-part C(r1 ;r2) of our helium wave function as
C~r1 ;r2!5c~x1 ,y1 ;x2 ,y2!f0~z1!f0~z2!. ~A1!
This approximation is well justified for most cases of inter-
est. Indeed, for the typical QD structure used in the experi-
mental investigation of addition spectra2 ~the quantum-well
width L512 nm, the barrier height V05200 meV), and the
energy separation between the ground and first-excited states
along z is 56 meV, about one order of magnitude larger than
typical in-plane single-particle confinement energies.
Let us now consider the global Schro¨dinger equation cor-
responding to the exact helium Hamiltonian of Eq. ~9!:
Hˆ C~r1 ;r2!5EC~r1 ;r2!; ~A2!
by substituting Eq. ~A1!, multiplying both sides by
f0*(z1)f0*(z2), and integrating over z1, and z2 , we obtain
F2«0z 1(
i51
2
Hˆ 0~ i !1
e2
k
c~ ur12r2u!Gc~r1 ;r2!5Ec~r1 ;r2!.
~A3!
The eigenvalue equation is then reduced to a 2D one, since
ri[(xi ,yi) and c(r)5c(ur12r2u) is an effective Coulomb
potential, accounting for the geometry of the system:
c~r !5E
2`
1`
dz1E
2`
1`
dz2
uf0*~z1!u
2uf0*~z2!u
2
Ar21~z12z2!2
. ~A4!
From now on we will drop the constant ground-state energy
along z («0z ). As a first step, we evaluate c(r) by solving the
quantum well eigenvalue problem ~allowing for different
values of the effective mass in the well and in the barrier!.
Then we numerically integrate Eq. ~A4!. It is easy to show
analytically some important properties of c(r), namely, that
0<rc~r !<1, ;r , ~A5!
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r!0
rc~r !50, ~A6!
lim
r!`
rc~r !51. ~A7!
These properties tell us that for large distances r c(r) tends
to the bare Coulomb potential, and that it is strongly reduced
in the neighborhood of the origin, i.e., the more relevant
space region in the computation of Coulomb and exchange
integrals. Figure 9 shows such an effective Coulomb poten-
tial C multiplied by the dimensionless variable x ~introduced
below! as a function of x for different values of the quantum-
well width: A monotonic behavior is apparent, going from
the bare Coulomb-potential value in the zero-width limit ~the
function is constant and equal to 1!, into progressively
smaller values, toward the infinite-width case.
2. Exact solutions
Let us first consider the CM equation, which has the form
of a standard harmonic oscillator and can thus be solved
analytically. For the 2D case ~3D cylindrical!, its eigenvalues
are
«NM
2D 5\v0~2N1uM u11 !, ~A8!N50,1,2, . . . , M50,61,62, . . . ,
and the corresponding orthonormalized eigenfunctions ~the
so called ‘‘Fock-Darwin’’ states4,17! are
FIG. 9. Plot of the effective Coulomb potential C(x) multiplied
by the dimensionless coordinate x @5x C(x)# as a function of x for
different values of the quantum well width L and for a confinement
energy \v055 meV. Notice that in the limit L!0 ~2D case!
C(x)!1/x and, therefore, x C(x)!1.FNMs
2D ~r,s !5^s ,ruNMs&5l~ uM u11 !/2A N!
p~N1uM u!!e
2iMwr uM ue2~lr
2/2!LN
uM u~lr2!xs~s !. ~A9!
In the 3D spherical case,18 the eigenvalues are
«NL
3D5\v0S 2N1L1 32 D , N50,1,2, . . . , L50,1,2, . . . , ~A10!
and the orthonormalized eigenfunctions FNLMzs
3D (r,s) are
FNMLzs
3D ~r,s !5^s ,ruNLM zs&5A 2lL13/2N!
GS N1Ł1 32 D
rLe2~lr
2/2!LN
L11/2~lr2!Y LMz~q ,w!xs~s !. ~A11!
Here, l5m*v0 /\ ,LN
p are generalized Laguerre polynomials,19 G is the usual gamma function, xs denotes the spin function,
and Y LMz are the spherical harmonics. We have used polar coordinates throughout: r[(r ,w) in the 2D ~3D cylindrical! case
and r[(r ,q ,w) in the 3D spherical case. For the 2D ~3D cylindrical! case the quantum numbers are (N ,M ,s): N is the radial
quantum number, M the angular momentum quantum number ~in this case the total angular momentum coincides with the
component along z, Lz52\M ), and s the spin component along z. In the 3D spherical case, on the other hand, the quantum
numbers are given by (N ,L ,M z ,s): here L is the total angular momentum quantum number, and M z is the magnetic quantum
number, M z52L ,2L11, . . . ,L .
Let us now come to the single-particle Schro¨dinger equation for the rm Hamiltonian of Eq. ~12!. In this equation the
variables are easily separable, and the problem is reduced to the solution of a radial differential equation. For the 2D ~3D
cylindrical! case, the rm eigenfunction in coordinate space is
wnm~r!5Rnm~r !
e2imw
A2p
, ~A12!
where Rnm(r) is the solution of the radial Schro¨dinger equation
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]r2
1
1
r
]Rnm~r !
]r
1F knm2 2l˜ 2r22ac~r !2 m2
r2
GRnm~r !50; ~A13!
we have employed the notations l˜ 5mv0 /\ ,a52me2/k\2, and knm
2 52menm /\2, where enm is the rm eigenvalue. The
effective Coulomb potential c(r) is simply 1/r in the 2D case, and it is defined in Sec. A 1 for the 3D cylindrical case.
For the 3D spherical case, the rm eigenfunction in coordinate space is
wnlmz~r!5Rnl~r !Y lmz~q ,w!, ~A14!
with Rnl(r) satisfying the radial eigenvalue equation
]2Rnl~r !
]r2
1
2
r
]Rnl~r !
]r
1F knl2 2l˜ 2r22 ar 2 l~ l11 !r2 GRnl~r !50; ~A15!
where, again, we put knl
2 52menl /\2, and enl is the rm eigenvalue.
In order to obtain an exact solution for the rm eigenvalue problems, we rewrite Eqs. ~A13! and ~A15! in terms of the
dimensionless variable x5l˜ 1/2r . For the 2D ~3D cylindrical! case, Eq. ~A13! becomes
d
dxS x dR˜ nm~x !dx D 1F2 m2x 2a˜ x C~x !1k˜nm2 x2x3GR˜ nm~x !50,
R˜ nm~x !5Rnm~r !, ~A16!
C~x !5l˜ 21/2 c~l˜ 21/2x !
@for the 2D case it is simply C(x)51/x#, while for the 3D case Eq. ~A15! transforms into
d2x˜ nl~x !
dx2
1F2 l~ l11 !
x2
2
a˜
x
1k˜nl
2 2x2Gx˜ nl~x !50,
~A17!
x˜ nl~x !5xnl~r !, xnl~r !5
Rnl~r !
r
.
The dimensionless parameters are a˜ 5l˜ 21/2a52AR*/\v0 and k˜a2 5ka2 /l˜ 52ea /\v;R*5e4m*/2k2\2 is the effective
Rydberg energy. Actually, exact analytic solutions exist, but they are limited to 2D and 3D spherical cases only20,21; thus we
have chosen to solve Eqs. ~A16! and ~A17! by standard numerical methods. We stress that the numerical accuracy depends on
the accurate specification of the boundary conditions that we impose through analytical asymptotic formulas for eigenfunctions
near to the singular points 0 and 1` , following the general methods of Ref. 22. In this way the numerical solution is very
stable and efficient, thus overcoming possible difficulties related to the singlet ground state7; in our calculations energy values
are obtained with a nominal relative error of the order of 1028.
APPENDIX B: HELIUM PERTURBATION THEORY
We employ the standard Rayleigh-Schro¨dinger perturbation theory to correct the SSH eigenvalues in Eq. ~18! at the second
order in the off-diagonal Coulomb matrix elements entering the total Hamiltonian ~17!. In the remaining part of this section we
shall consider the 2D and 3D spherical cases, by neglecting the center-of-mass motion.
For the 2D case, the rm SSH eigenvalues enm
SSH are given by10
enm
SSH5\v0~2n1umu11 !1AR*\v0 S2D~n ,m !, ~B1!
S2D~n ,m !5
GS umu1 12 D
umu! H 11 (s50
n21
n!~21 !s11@~2s11 !!!#2umu!
~n2s21 !! 22s12@~s11 !!#2~ umu1s11 !!J , ~B2!
while for the 3D case we have
enl
SSH5\v0S 2n1l1 32 D1AR*\v0 S3D~n ,l !, ~B3!
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l! GS 12 D ~2l11 !!!
2 l11G2S l1 32 D H 11 (s50n21 n!~21 !
s11GS 12 D @~2s11 !!!#2~2l11 !!!
2s1l13~n2s21 !! GS s1l1 52 D @~s11 !!#2J . ~B4!
The first-order correction due to nondiagonal Coulomb
matrix elements is equal to zero. The second-order correction
D«0
(2) to the ground-state energy is given by the well-known
expression
D«0
~2 !5(
n
uV0nu2
«0
SSH2«n
SSH ~B5!
@see the notation in Eq. ~17!#. The idea now is to look for
analytic expressions for the off-diagonal integrals V0n and
then to perform a numerical summation. However, expres-
sions like those obtained in Eqs. ~B2!–~B4! ~Ref. 23! are not
useful, since each integral is given by an alternated-sign
summation, and numerical errors become rapidly critical as
the quantum number n increases. In contrast, the solution can
be obtained using an integration trick suggested in Ref. 24,
so that all the terms in the summation are obtained with the
same sign. For the 2D case one obtains
Vn05AR*\v0
GS n1 12 D
G~n11 ! ,
Vn0'AR*\v0
1
n1/2
, n!` . ~B6!For the 3D case one obtains
Vn05AR*\v0A G2S n1 12 D
p G~n11 ! GS n1 32 D GS 32 D
,
Vn0'AR*\v0
1
Ap GS 32 D
1
n3/4
, n!` . ~B7!
As already pointed out, now the generic terms ~B6! and ~B7!
in the sum ~B5! have the same sign and the summation can
be easily performed. The result for the 2D case is
D«0
~2 !52R* ~0.691!, ~B8!
and for the 3D case it is
D«0
~2 !52R* ~0.156!. ~B9!
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